Date/Time Occurred: Tuesday, September 29, 2015
Crime or Incident: Identity Theft/ Credit Card Theft
Location: Chino Hills
Victim(s): Residents of Anaheim and the City of Orange
Suspect(s): Ernest Causey (28) and Christopher Sebelius (29), both of Riverside

SUMMARY

On Tuesday, September 29, 2015, Causey and Sebelius were contacted during a traffic stop in the City of Chino Hills. During the investigation, UPS location alerts of credit card deliveries were found on Causey’s laptop and several gift cards were located in both suspect’s wallets. Both suspects were transported to the Chino Hills Station for investigation. During transport, the suspects tucked two stolen credit cards into the backseat of the patrol unit. In addition, three stolen credit cards were recovered from the suspect’s vehicle. During the investigation it was discovered the gift cards in the suspect’s possession were purchased with the stolen credit cards.
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If you choose to remain anonymous, call WeTip at 1-800-78-CRIME. You may be eligible for up to a $1,000 reward.